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Spatial Models in Fisheries Economics (Nancy Bockstael, University of Maryland, presiding)

LOCATION CHOICE OF COMMERCIAL FISHERMEN
WITH HETEROGENEOUS RISK PREFERENCES
JOHAN A. MISTIAEN AND IVAR E. STRAND

The decision of where to fish is central to
most commercial fishing activity. Fishermen
targeting the same species typically have dramatically different net returns depending on
their location choice. For regulators, closure
of fishing grounds is currently among the
most widely implemented regulations. Originally this intervention was premised on the
need to protect both exploitable and spawning stocks or to separate contentious participants such as recreational and commercial
fishermen. More recently, area closures were
extended to protect marine mammals, threatened noncommercial fish species and even
entire marine habitats. The critical dimension
of fishing behavior and area closures is space,
the subject of this session.
A key element in the analysis of fishing
behavior and the impact of marine closures
is uncertainty. Consider the following example. Suppose that an area is to be closed
and that the random profits associated with
the proposed area closure are characterized
by low expected profits with a relatively low
variance. If one considers only the loss of
expected profits as the industry's loss from
the closure, the welfare consequences of the
closure are understated if fishermen are risk
averse and overstated if fishermen are risk
lovers.
The work of Bockstael and Opaluch on
fisheries supply response was the first to
incorporate uncertainty and risk preference
into the behavioral motivations of fishermen. The discrete choice model used by
Johan A. Mistiaen and Ivar E. Strand are PhD candidate and
professor, respectively, in the Department of Agricultural and
Resource Economics, University of Maryland.
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Bockstael and Opaluch has since become the
framework of choice for fisheries economists
dealing with spatial aspects of commercial
fishing activities. In general, studies find
that in the short run fishers are responsive
to economic incentives (Eales and Wilen).
However, long-run adjustments of fixed and
quasi-fixed factors appear to be more sluggish (Bockstael and Opaluch, and Dupont).
More recently, Holland and Sutinen showed
that both past information and recent information are important in location and fishery
choice.
Thus far, several researchers have utilized a
model based on a logarithmic utility function
specification.' Because this functional form
imposes risk aversion, the only legitimate test
of behavior is whether the data are consistent with the logistic utility function. This is
not made clear in the literature. For instance,
Dupont uses a logistic utility function and
subsequently claims to show that some fishermen are risk averse and some are risk loving.
The logistic utility specification does not permit these assessments of behavior. A flexible
functional utility specification is necessary to
test this particular behavioral attribute.
In this paper, we develop and we test
a conceptual short-run model of fishermen
seeking to maximize their expected utility
via discrete location choices and we use a
utility function specification that enables us
to test for risk preferences. However, perhaps more important than allowing for riskloving and risk-averting behavior, a general
model of discrete location choices under
uncertainty should also allow risk preferences
to vary among fishermen. Bockstael and
Opaluch used a multinomial logit approach
1It is unclear what utility function the Holland and Sutinen
model uses.
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and introducedheterogeneity in the degree choice should allow for heterogeneous risk
of risk aversion by allowing preferences to preferences.Bockstael and Opaluch used a
be based on initial wealth level. However, multinomiallogit approachand allowedprefdata on wealth are typically unavailableto erences to be based on wealth.However,this
researchers and, to the best of our knowl- informationis rarelyavailableto researchers,
edge, hithertono fishinglocationchoice study includingus.Therefore,we propose to use an
has allowed for heterogeneous risk prefer- alternative specificationand to use an estiences. To introduce risk-preferencehetero- mationapproachdevelopedby Trainreferred
geneity in the absence of initial wealth data, to as the Random ParametersLogit (RPL)
we propose to use the random-parameters framework.The RPL generalizes the stanlogit (RPL) specificationand to use an esti- dard logit model by allowing the coefficients
mation approach developed by Train.2This associated with observed variables to vary
method permits risk preferences to vary randomlyover individualsrather than being
across the population and incorporatesboth fixed for everyone.With this generalization,
risk-lovingand risk-avertingbehavior.In the the discrete choice model does not exhibit
context of discrete choice under uncertainty, the restricted substitutionpatterns underlyour researchis more of a test ratherthan an ing the independence of irrelevant alternaendorsement of a particularapproach.It is tives (IIA) assumption.3
We now proceed to formalizethe conceppreferableto utilize individualdata (such as
initial wealth levels) on which the risk pref- tual model. On a choice occasion (for us the
erences could depend but when these data beginningof a trip fishingtrip), the nth fishare not available,our approachmay offer a erman is assumedto have the following conreasonablealternative.
ditional expected utility function associated
The paper presents a conceptualmodel of with the ith alternativeat time t,
location choice for short-runfishing behavior, examines the potential for heteroge- (1) EUnit= EU(3,, Xnit)+ Enit
neous risk preferenceswithinthat model, and
where xnitis the vector of factors that influapplies the model to the coastal East Coast ence the
fisherman'sdecisions and that are
and Gulf longline fleet.
known to the researcher, the vector ,n
is a vector of coefficients that is unobserved for each n and varies randomly
The ConceptualModel
over fishermenrepresentingeach fisherman's
and the function EU is the
preferences,
Supply response decisions by firms are pri- fisherman'sexpected utility function known
marily modeled assumingmarginalbehavior to the researcher. The error term eni arises
and perfect information.However,to analyze because of factorsunknownto the researcher
the behavior of commercialfishermen,espe- and is assumed to be
identically and indecially in the shortrun,this frameworkis often pendently distributed (i.i.d.) extreme value,
inappropriate.In the short run, arguablythe independent of xnitand
3,. At each time t,
most important decision for many fisher- each fishermanchooses the
ith alternativeif
men is a discrete choice about where to it maximizes
Hence, the nth
utility.
expected
fish, and this choice must be made under fisherman'sunconditionalexpectedutilityper
stock-induceduncertainty.We postulate that
location choice at time t is given by
the location choice is made on the basis of trip
= Max
expected utilitycomparisons.The fishermen's (2)
,
+
Vnt i=1.. I (EUnit Enit,""
problem is to select the location that will
+
EUnit
Enito.
yield the highest expected utility.
For each fisherman, the choice depends
on the distributionof random profits assoFishermenare postulated to compare the
ciated with each fishing location and on the
risk preferences. The latter are not necessarily identical over fishermen and therefore a general model of fishing location

points out that RPL models are also referred
to as "mixed logit," "random-coefficients logit," and "errorcomponents logit."
2Train

expected utility of all possible alternatives
and to choose the one associated with maximum expected utility. If the researchers knew
3In a standard logit model, the IIA assumption implies that a
change in the attributes of one fishing location will induce proportional changes in the probabilities associated with all other
alternative locations.
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the fishermen'sindividualtastes,for instance
if we knew the value of 0, = 1, then the
probabilitythat the nth individual chooses
the ith alternativein time t is computedas
exp{EU(13,xnit))
exp{EU(P1,xnit)}
i=,1
we
do
not know individualprefHowever,
erences and therefore we hypothesize that
these vary acrossthe populationwith density
denoted as f(310*),where 0* are the parameters of this distribution(e.g., the mean and
standarddeviationof preferencesin the fishermen population).
Therefore,the actual probabilitythat the
nth individualchooses the ith alternativeis
given by the integralof equation (3) over all
possible values of 0* weightedby the density
(3)

Init

-

f(1o|0*),
(4)

Qnit(0*) =

Lnit(B)ff(P|0*)do.

In addition,unless we only observe only one
trip per fishermen,for maximumlikelihood
estimationwe have to computethe probability associated with each sample fisherman's
sequence of choices. Again, if we knew n,,
then the probabilityof a fisherman'schoices
for multiple trips would be the product of
logit formulas,
(5)

Sn,(*)

=

Lni(n,tr(B)

where i(n, t) denotes the location chosen by
the nth fishermanin time t. However, since
preferences are unknown, the actual probability is computed as the integral of this
product,
(6)

Pn(0*) = fS,(B)f(13 0*)d13.
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these issues in the application section of
the paper and detailed further discussions
regardingthe estimationproceduresare provided in McFaddenandTrainand Revelt and
Train.However,before turningto this application,we firstaddressfunctionalrepresentation of the expected utilityfunction.
To apply the conceptual model, we must
specify a specific functional form for the
expected utility function. In our choice of
functionalform, we want a testable hypothesis yet we want our choice set to be
constrained by neoclassical theory. Ideally,
expected utility would be a function of both
initial wealth and a random return determined by location choice (Anderson,Dillon,
and Hardaker).The initial level of wealth
can vary among individualsand determines
theirpositionalong the expectedutilitycurve.
This is the approachused by Bockstael and
Opaluch to introduce some heterogeneity
among fishermen.Under this specificationa
logit model allows for heterogeneity in initial wealth levels (i.e., different initial positions along the same expected utility curve)
but imposes homogeneous risk preferences
(i.e., the trade-offsfor all fishermenare evaluated along the same expected utility curve).
However, our data preclude us from calculating initial wealth levels and we have only
random returns on which to explain behavior. Fortunately,by using the RPL approach
we can still introduce heterogeneity in risk
preferences despite these data availability
constraints (i.e., instead of distinguishing
between positions on the expected utility
curve,we estimatenot one but a randomdistributionof curves).
In our application,we postulate that the
utility function can be represented by a
quadratic form, i.e., U = bx +

b2x2,

where x

representsrandomnet returns.Consequently,
Thus,the goal of the researcheris to estimate for the nth fisherman the expected utility
the parametersthat characterizethe distribu- associated with the ith site at time t is
tion of preferences,i.e., 0*. Exact maximum given as
likelihood estimationis not possible because
the integral in equation (6) cannot be eval- (7) EUnit =
)
U[E(1nXnit)] + n2m2(Xnit)
uated analytically. Consequently, we have to
resort to approximating the probability via
= nlE(xnit)+ In2[E(xnit)2]
simulation and instead maximize a simulated
+ Bn2 V(Xnit)
log-likelihood function (Hajivassiliou, Train).
For given values of the parameters in (6), we
take random draws of 0* from its distribution where M2 is the second moment of xnit and
and we approximate P,(0). The choice of dis- p,1 and pn2 are parameters of the utility functribution for (6) is made by the researcher tion and V(xnit) is the variance of xnit. The
and has modeling implications. We address parameter
is assumed to follow a random
[n2
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distribution that is estimated through simulation estimation methods. While the quadratic
utility function may impose nonmonotonicity
in income, we do not anticipate that this will
pose any problems in the range of our data.
Moreover, while other functional forms such
as the logistic may have some desirable properties, the quadratic formulation does allow
us to test whether fishermen are risk loving,
averse, or neutral.4 However, one is advised
not to use the estimated parameters for decisions that have values for the alternatives
that lie beyond the range of the data.

Data Description
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fleet is concentratedin the Gulf and South
Atlantic where the primaryfishing grounds
can be easily accessed.The vast majorityof
vessels and trips in 1996 are concentrated
in the Gulf of Mexico and along the South
Atlantic. Vessels in these ports are generally smaller vessels and are likely to operate closer to their home port. Thus, the
exotic episodes of the distance water fleets,
so vividly capturedin books like the Perfect
Storm and the Hungry Ocean, may not be
reflectiveof the activity that the bulk of the
fleet experiences.
Using these data, the notation xi in the
conceptualmodel is defined as expected net
revenues at the ith fishinglocation and landing port. The development of expected net
revenuesis a tedious,time-consumingprocess
that requires generating not only expected
net revenues for a vessel's actual site-port
chosen but also generatingthe net revenues
for the site-port that could possibly be chosen. We developed estimates for expected
revenues by considering price as a deterministic variable and harvest as a stochastic
variable.The product of the two is a random variable with an expected value across
tripsand locationchoices.The expectedvalue
and varianceof revenues were computedfor
each month for each of the fishing location
and landing port combinations.There were
monthsduringwhichno one fishedin an area
and these site-port combinationswere eliminated as a choice for all vessels.
It was also necessaryto develop costs from
a vessel's home port to each of the feasible
alternativefishinglocations.This was accomplished in three stages: the estimation of a
vessel's fuel consumptionper mile, the estimation of a vessel's cost per mile, and the
estimationof the distancetraveledto go from
a home port to every feasible site-port combination.Fuel consumptionper mile was estimated based on a vessel's reported fishing
activity and by linking this informationwith
the purchasedgasoline informationfrom an
independent economic survey.We chose to
match the average fuel purchased per trip
of a vessel with the same vessel's average

We estimate our model of location choices
on a trip basis using 1996 data of fishermen that participated in the North Atlantic
highly migratory species (HMS) fishery. This
is a multispecies fishery and our sample
includes fishermen that harvested swordfish
and/or tunas. Data were obtained on a total
of 2599 trips taken by 265 vessels (that range
in size from 7 gross registered tons to 199
gross registered tons) to any of eight possible fishing locations in the coastal waters
of the Eastern Atlantic, the Gulf, and the
Caribbean. We define the sites as follows (the
corresponding fishing areas are delineated
in figure 1): offshore New England-MidAtlantic (area 1), nearshore New EnglandMid-Atlantic (area 2), South Atlantic without
Florida (area 3), East Coast of Florida without Florida Straits (area 4), Florida Straits5
(area 5), Eastern Gulf of Mexico (area 6),
Western Gulf of Mexico (area 7), and the
Caribbean Sea (area 8).
The vast majority of trips were taken in
the Gulf of Mexico and along the East Coast
of the United States. While there are trips
ranging to the Grand Banks in the North
Atlantic and to waters off of South America,
they are the exceptional trip taken by relatively large vessels. The predominance of the
activity is much nearer to shore. The more
distant "trips,"however, require more days at
sea and represent greater effort (more sets)
than the ones closer to shore.
miles traveled per trip and to compute the
At the same time, the distribution of the value of fuel per mile per trip for each vessel.
trips' port of debarkation reveals that the We regressed this implied fuel consumption
based on the vessel's length,
4 While extent to which monotonicity in income is violated is
an empirical matter, we do recognize that the quadratic form
imposes a priori decreasing absolute risk aversion.
'
This area is specifically chosen because it is an area that was
considered for closure.

Log(fuel/mile)
R=

=

-1.57 + 0.33*(vessel length)
(-10.16)
(13.09)
0.61 Obs. = 107
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Figure 1. Fishing location areas for the Coastal Gulf and East Coast longline fleet

where the values in parentheses are t-values Empirical Application
under the null hypothesis of no effect. Using
this equation, we were able to compute the We begin by estimating a standard McFadden
fuel consumption per mile for each vessel in multinomial logit (MNL) model that serves
the sample. The cost per mile for each vessel as a benchmark for the RPL model. The
was determined by multiplying the fuel con- model follows equation (7) except that there
are no random effect elements included. The
sumption per mile by a cost per gallon.
The next step was to compute distances two estimated coefficients, p, and 32, are
shown in the first row of table 1. They indifrom each vessel's initial home port to each
cate a concave utility function with a turnalternative fishing ground-landing port. Cening point of about $3,000, which is greater
troids based on each vessel's sets were com- than the maximum
expected revenue for our
puted for each trip to obtain an "average" sample.
location fished per trip for each of the twelve
The second model is the RPL in which we
These
centroids
were
then
locations.
fishing
postulated the 32 coefficient to be normally
averaged across all trips in a given fishing distributed.' It is presented as a way to deterarea to use as the point to which the vessels mine how heterogeneous risk preferences are
would travel to fish. Thus, the "travel" dis- in our sample of fishermen. Moreover, in
tance for each vessel was from the home port addition to allowing for different degrees
to a centroid of a fishing area and then to of risk aversion, the model is also flexible
to allow some fishermen in the popa landing port. Straight-line distances could enough
ulation to positively respond to the variance
not always be used because vessels had to
avoid going aground on land areas, such as
6 We also
estimate a model that permits P, to have a random
Florida. Thus, linear segments approximating
The estimated standard error of this coefficient was
travel routes were devised to avoid the land component.
small (less than 5% of the coefficient's value). We chose to set it
to zero so as to focus our discussion.
areas.
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Table 1. Estimated Coefficients of the MultinomialLogit and Random ParameterLogit
Models
EstimatedCoefficients

Model
Multinomiallogit
(MNL)

0.2729
(0.0081)

Randomparameterslogit
(RPL)

0.2989
(0.0109)

-0.00004424
(0.0210)
0(std. dev. of P2)

0(mean of P2)

1

-0.00005280
(0.0320)

0.2549
(0.0412)

Note: Standard errors given in parentheses.

4.5
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4
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3.5(1)
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2.5
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0
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Figure 2. The estimateddistributionof
-1

12

in expected revenues and to therefore be
risk lovers.The proportionof risk-aversefishermen will be determined by the estimated
mean and standarddeviation of the 132*
The estimated parameters of the RPL
are shown in the last row of table 1. All
parameters,includingthe estimatedstandard
deviation of P2, are statisticallysignificantat
the 1% level of confidence.Thus,we fail to
reject the hypothesisthat riskpreferencesare
heterogeneous in our sample of commercial
fishermen.The distributionof 32 implied by
the parametersof the RPL model is shown in
figure 2. Although we found no evidence of
substantialrisk-lovingbehavior,the distribution does show approximately5% of the trips
falling in this range.'The value of P, and the

Figure 3. Estimated utility function for the
homogeneousriskpreferences(1) and for the
heterogeneousrisk preferences(2) model

The implied turning points in utility falls
from about $3,000net revenueper trip (MNL
model) to about $2,750per trip (RPL model).
Both are greater than the largest expected
returnin our sample,leaving us with slightly
more faith in our choice of the quadratic
function.However,there is little differencein
the estimated MNL utility function and the
RPL utility function using the mean of
32
(see figure3). Recall, however,that the RPL
has a family of distributionfunctionsarising
from the assumedrandomnessin
32*
Although space restrictionsin this paper
preventus from presentingan analysisof the
welfareimplicationsof the differentspecificaour intuition suggests that welfare calmean value of 32 estimated from the RPL tions,
culations may change substantiallywith the
model differ from those in the MNL model two
specifications.For the closure of an area
by about 7.5 and 18.5%,respectively.
to fishing,for example, there may be some
individualswho would be estimated as risk
lovers in the RPL and who would require
7 Of course, given that the tails of a normal distribution tend
a premium above the normal compensation
to infinity, we must bear in mind that in principle some portion
of the distribution associated with P2 will always be negative.
for closure of an area with low variationin
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expected returns. The nonlinearity in welfare
estimates and Jensen's inequality would suggest differences between the MNL and RPL
models.
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